We propose a novel general technique aimed at pruning and cleansing the Wikipedia category hierarchy, with a tunable level of aggregation. Our approach is endogenous, since it does not use any information coming from Wikipedia articles, but it is based solely on the user-generated (noisy) Wikipedia category folksonomy itself. We show how the proposed techniques can help reduce the level of noise in the hierarchy and discuss how alternative centrality measures can differently impact on the result.
tify important categories and show how harmonic centrality [4] outperforms other alternative measures. The method we propose can be used fruitfully as a preprocessing phase in every algorithm that wants to exploit categories in mining Wikipedia data.
RELATED WORK
Wikipedia has attracted an ever-growing academic interest as a crowd-sourced, openly-investigable source of information. For example, it is considered a good mean to study complex social behavior-e.g., to test the ability of centrality measures in capturing the stability of edits [17] , or to analyze how online conflicts evolve [11] . Since it is the largest open encyclopedia in the world, it has been helpful in creating countless knowledge bases (e.g., DBPedia [2] , YAGO [19] ).
Another extremely valuable use of Wikipedia is enriching text processing with semantic information (e.g., [7, 16, 9] ). Within this area, many researchers obtained good results in measuring semantic relations of concepts through information stemmed from Wikipedia [20, 18, 8] ).
These works have shown how valuable category tagging and the Wikipedia Category Graph can be. The former is the bipartite graph where Wikipedia articles are tagged by ("belong to") one or more categories; the latter is the hierarchy specifying how categories are organized in subcategories (i.e., there should be a a link between x and y whenever "x is a subcategory of y"). Both of these graphs are completely user-generated and in continuous evolution.
Indeed, the category graph is far from perfect: since the very notion of "subcategory" is fuzzy and no universal policy is strictly enforced, the resulting hierarchy is not a forest, and not even a directed acyclic graph, as [11] pointed out. The category graph has been described instead as a thesaurus that combines collaborative tagging and hierarchical subject indexing by [22] and as an overlay between different trees by [15] .
In fact, although many works heavily employed categories and the graph they form, all authors had to cope with the extrem level of noise one can find in them. In particular, the fact that the subcategory graph actually contains cycles forces users to take a cleansing step into careful consideration. Diverse techniques have been tried to do that. Common examples include considering only a tree based in a root category (from a global root [9] or a local one [24, 15] ); others have arbitrarly removed cycles [7] . However, to the best of our knowledge, a work focusing on this denoising operation, comparing different techniques, was still missing.
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WIKIPEDIA CATEGORIES
Wikipedia articles are endowed with categories, intended to group together articles related to similar subjects; categories serve many purposes, like enabling users to browse sets of related articles, or enhancing the automated production of inclusion and navigation boxes. Categories are organized into a structure called category hierarchy that reflects the notion of "being a subcategory of"; according to the guidelines, the category hierarchy should correspond to a partial order 1 , and should therefore be acyclic. Nonetheless, like the rest of the Wikipedia effort, categories are created and edited collaboratively by users: as a result, the categorization process in Wikipedia is quite noisy and, in fact, a continuous work-in-progress: most importantly, the absence of cycles is neither enforced nor guaranteed. In fact, the category pseudo-forest (the directed graph whose nodes are the Wikipedia categories and with an arc from x to y whenever x is a subcategory of y) does contain cycles. Most of them are either consequence of a factual error by the Wikipedia editors or, more commonly, of the fact that the very notion of "being a subcategory" is not precisely defined. An example of a cycle 2 is shown in Table 1 . While a very large majority of categories (1 125 823, amounting to 99.22%) lie in a strongly connected component (SCC) of their own, there are some non-trivial SCCs, the largest one counting 6 833 categories. On the other hand, the graph itself is reasonably connected in the weak sense, with 952 833 (83.97%) nodes belonging to one single weakly connected component (WCC); most of the remaining categories (171 889, amounting to 15.15%) are isolated nodes (the 45% of these nodes are related to specific years, like "1833 births" or "Populated places established in 1864").
CLEANSING THE CATEGORY HIERAR-CHY
The presence of cycles is not the only form of noise that we find in the Wikipedia category pseudo-forest. Duplications, misplaced eponymous categories, excessive fragmentation are other problems that make a direct use of the hierarchy difficult at best. This was also highlighted in many previous works [6, 7] .
It is natural to try to employ the Wikipedia articles belonging to each category as a mean to obtain a cleaner category hierarchy; for example, one may forget about the hi- erarchy structure altogether and try to reconstruct (a less noisy version of) it from the sets of articles belonging to each category. This approach, besides throwing away a large amount of human-cured data, has a quite serious (theoretical and practical) limitation: if one wants to use the category hierarchy to enrich the information on articles, using articles to get the category hierarchy is by all means a catch-22.
Our cleansing technique, instead, is completely endogenous (i.e., it uses only the information contained in the category pseudo-forest) and it consists of three phases.
Phase 1: Milestones determination.
In the first phase, we select the C topmost categories that we want to preserve (called milestones). While C is a parameter that determines the granularity of the output hierarchy, and it is set by the user, categories are ranked according to their centrality in the category pseudo-forest. The choice of which centrality measure [4] should be adopted will be discussed below. While selecting the C topmost categories, we expunged utility categories such as "Categories by country" and "Main topic classifications".
Note that the milestones determined in this way have a natural hierarchy, that is the one induced from the original pseudo-forest, throwing away the hierarchical arrows that do not match the centrality score chosen (a supercategory cannot be less important than its subcategories). In other words, given two milestone categories x and y, we postulate x is a subcategory of y iff it was marked as a subcategory in the original pseudo-forest and the centrality score of x is smaller than that of y. This reconstruction process guarantees that the resulting hierarchy is acyclic.
Phase 2: Category remapping.
Once the milestones categories have been determined, each category is mapped to the closest reachable milestone (i.e., to the milestone category that is the more specific generalization of the category under examination). Categories for which no milestone is reachable are orphan, and they in fact disappear. The (partial) map from categories to milestones ι(−) is called the category remapping.
Phase 3: Article categorization.
At this point, each Wikipedia article is re-assigned to the remapped categories it belongs; more precisely, if an article was marked as belonging to categories c1, . . . , c k it is now mapped to the milestone categories ι(ci) (i = 1, . . . , k) for which ι(−) is defined. If all the categories it belonged to are orphan, the article itself remains an orphan. This phase is not strictly part of the category-hierarchy cleansing, but it is necessary to use the cleansed category hierarchy as a folksonomy for Wikipedia articles.
CENTRALITY RANKING FOR WIKIPE-DIA CATEGORIES
The most important steps in our cleansing procedure, that crucially determine its output, are the choice of C and the selection of the centrality score to be used.
Centrality Measures for the Wikipedia Pseudotree
In recent years, there has been an ever-increasing research activity in the study of real-world complex networks [23] ; these are typically graphs generated directly or indirectly by human activity and interaction (and therefore dubbed "social"), and appear in a large variety of contexts and often exhibit a surprisingly similar structure. One of the most important notions that researchers have been trying to capture in such networks is "node centrality": ideally, every node in the graph (in our intended application: every category in the pseudo-forest) has some degree of importance within te network under consideration, and one expects such importance to surface in the structure of the social network; centrality is a quantitative measure that aims at revealing the importance of a node.
As explained in [4] , the most used centrality measures can be broadly categorized into geometric measures (e.g., closeness centrality [3] , Lin's index [12] or harmonic centrality [4] ), path-based measures (e.g., betweenness [1]) and spectral measures (e.g., PageRank [14] or Katz's index [10] ).
Note that we are here sticking to our principle of endogeneity and want therefore to avoid selecting important categories based on notions that are not internal to the category hiearchy itself.
In this paper, we took into consideration the network centrality measures that more widely used and appear to be better-behaved for these kinds of problems [4] , namely, indegree (number of incoming arcs), closeness centrality, Lin's index, harmonic centrality, PageRank (with damping factor α = 0.85), Katz's index (with parameter β = (2λ) −1 where λ is the spectral radius). For comparison, we also considered the category popularity (i.e., number of articles belonging to that category). To compute geometric centralities in an efficient way, we employed HyperBall [5] .
A further, widely used, endogeneous measure that was sometimes proposed for Wikipedia categories is their distance from the root category ("Articles") [9] . Albeit simple and natural, this measure has a number of drawbacks: first of all, it has a very limited granularity and a huge number of ties (see Figure 1) . Moreover, the distance from the root is easy to spam and not very robust: one single misplaced subcategory link is enough to make a category more (or less) important than it should be. While the latter observation is probably irrelevant for the very top levels of the hierarchy (where errors and inconsistencies are easily spotted and corrected), the more crowded lower levels are certainly problematic.
The availability of many different ways to rank the categories immediately raises two problems: the first is whether (and how much) those ranking techniques differ in choosing the topmost categories; the second, in case the rankings are significantly different, is to understand which one is more suitable for our needs.
In order to answer the first question, we compared the various rankings using a variant of the classical Kendall's τ [21] that treats differently discordances depending on whether they happen at the top or at the bottom of the rankings, still handling ties in a proper way.
As Table 2 shows, there is a group of measures (Lin's index, harmonic centrality, PageRank, indegree and Katz's index) that strongly correlate to one another especially at The number of categories depending on the distance from the root category "Article". 56% of the categories is at distance 6 or 7.
the top, but appear to be much uncorrelated to the "Distance from the root" and, even more evidently, from "Closeness" and "Popularity". These differences make it urgent to answer the second question raised above, that is, which measure seems more "correct"; to answer this question, though, we need some ground truth on which categories are "relevant" in a broad sense.
Following [15] we decided to use an expert-curated bibliography classification. We decided to make use of the Library of Congress Classification 3 , (LoCC) through the outline (main classes and subclasses) available from within Wikipedia. This choice allowed us to employ Wikipedia itself 4 to map LoCC classes to Wikipedia categories in the following way.
For each listed LoCC class (e.g., "Philosophy"), we followed the hyperlink (if any) to the related Wikipedia article (dropping the word "Outline" if needed; e.g., for the category tag "Philosophy" we ended up to the "Philosophy" article of Wikipedia); then, we joined all the categories of the article 5 ("Philosophy", "Academic disciplines", "Humanities" etc.). This process resulted in a set of 682 golden-truth categories assumed to be high-ranked, and we computed for each ranking the average precision (AP), the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and the Area Under ROC curve (AUC) [13] in retrieving these categories; the results are displayed in Table 3 , showing that Lin's index and harmonic centrality appear to be the best techniques under this viewpoint.
From the discussion so far we can conclude that harmonic centrality and Lin's index are the best centrality measures to identify milestones categories; we hereby preferred the former over the latter because harmonic centrality is more natural and it enjoys better theoretical properties [4] .
Choice of C
The choice of C depends on the level of granularity we desire in the final output. Depending on the application, we may want different levels of aggregation among categories. Table 3 : Comparison of various rankings in retrieving the golden-truth categories from the Library of Congress Classification, highlighting the best two rankings for each metric. We repeated the computation with many different shuffles of the tied scores, to see how ties influenced the result: it turned out that ties do not impact on the relative ordering of the measures; in fact the variance of the accuracy scores computed is quite limited, except for "Distance from root" (where, for example, the average precision ranged from 0.050686 to 0.056097).
Clearly, one further important factor in the choice of C is the number of categories (and articles) that are non-orphan if only C milestones are selected; while the former value increases steadily and smoothly, the latter is bursty and irregular ( Figure 2 ): this is explained by the very poor correlation between centrality and popularity of categories (number of articles that belong to that category). The corresponding weighted Kendall's τ is only 0.113! It should be noted, however, that even extremely small values of C already give the 99% of article coverage.
Results with Harmonic Centrality
As justified above, harmonic centrality is apparently the most powerful among all centrality measures we tried. To give an idea about the effectiveness of harmonic centrality in capturing the generality of categories, we report in Tables 4 and 5 the first and the last categories on our list, when C = 20 000. In Table 6 we show some examples of the induced category remapping: on average, each article belongs to 4 categories. As the examples show, this cleansing process yields very clean labels. Figure 3 shows the rank-size distribution of the number of categories remapped to each milestone category for various choices of C.
We also tested the cycle-removing procedure that we explained in Section 4: by combining the original pseudo-forest with the total order given by our rank, we can obtain a Directed Acyclic Graph. In Figure 4 we show how many arcs are discarded by our approach, with respect to the number C of categories to preserve. The plot indicates that with C < 10 000 categories, the fraction of discarded arcs is approximately between 30% and 40%; increasing C, we discard fewer and fewer arcs. In other words, for the top thousands of categories removing cycles means discarding a significa- tive amount of arcs: the difference between the cleansed and the original hierarchy is not trivial. In Figure 5 we depict a sample extracted from the cleansed category hierarchy, showing the first (in order of harmonic centrality) ten direct or indirect subcategories of "Philosophy". For comparison, we also show how the same sample would appear if we had used "Distance from the root" as measure of centrality.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a technique to prune and cleanse the Wikipedia category hierarchy. This method uses only the hierarchical information available within the category structure itself, making it particularly well-suited as a preprocessing phase to all the Wikipedia data mining tasks that benefit from a (clean) categorization of the Wikipedia articles. For example, our results suggest that building an ontology from Wikipedia categories would be more accurate and require less human fine-tuning if the cleansing procedure we propose is applied first. Also, employing Wikipedia categories to enrich natural language, or to measure semantic closeness, would ostensibly yield more precise information. We are ourselves exploring the usage of categorization to mine anomalies in the link structure of articles, but the number of possible applications is potentially huge.
The choice of the centrality measure to be used in the selection of milestones is crucial for our method; determining which centrality index gives the best performance is an arduous task. In this paper we used a small excerpt of the Library of Congress Classification as ground truth, but we Table 6 : An excerpt of the category remapping process (using harmonic centrality with C = 20 000 milestones). We write ∄ if there is no milestone category reachable from c. Figure 5 : Sample from the cleansed category hierarchy (on the left, with harmonic centrality; on the right, for comparison, using "distance from the root"). Milestone rank C=1000 C=2000 C=5000 C=10000 C=20000 C=50000 Figure 3 : The milestone rank-size distribution for various choices of C, using harmonic centrality: for a fixed C, we sort the milestone categories c according to the decreasing size of |ι −1 (c)| (i.e., the number of categories that are remapped to c) and show how those values decrease.
definitely think that this point needs more investigation, to be performed with a larger set of samples. Figure 4 : Fraction of arcs retained from the pseudoforest induced by the C nodes with largest harmonic centrality: for a fixed C, we select the pseudo-forest that includes only the top C nodes; from this graph, we discard the arcs x → y such that the score of x is larger than the score of y (as explained in Section 4). 
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